Davidson College Puzzle Club Debut
by Marcus Bailey, Diane Girling, and Stephen Mershon

ACROSS
1. Green holiday
6. Be sporting
10. Simmer
14. Capone's girls
15. Marooned pirate's locale
16. Mama's partner
17. Poorly fitting
18. "The Avengers" trickster
19. Allies' foes
20. Club
23. Manning brother
24. RSA party
25. Simba, for one
26. Five-star, perhaps
29. Email attachment, briefly
32. AARP pt.
34. Dante's hour
35. "Hands of God," for one
37. Club
41. Draw conclusions, in a way
42. Volga tributary
43. Ariz. neighbor
44. Golfer's aid
45. Sight from a Swedish shore
49. Drug unit
50. Butterfly catcher
51. Hammarskjöld, for one
54. Club
59. Riyadh native
60. "___ Sing America": Hughes poem
61. "Children of a Lesser God" director Haines
62. Doomsday predictors
63. Big name in lens care
64. Extracts ore
65. Mannerless person
66. Move like a horse
67. Saul Hudson stage name

DOWN
1. Lily Allen hit
2. Like Chinese
3. Take no risks
4. Mont Blanc, par exemple
5. Kind of sandal
6. Unpredictable sort
7. Those, in Madrid
8. Basic ionic salt
9. Control, as a horse
10. Evil offspring
11. Safe ride home
12. Homer's "Odyssey," e.g.
13. Scrub
21. ENE in on the NYSE, before 2001
22. Sacred belief
27. "Don't tread ___"
28. Psychic's card
29. High-maintenance star
30. Matthews, Ramsey, or Winfield
31. Brandish, as a muscle
32. Mine opening
33. Without, to Brutus
36. "___ Reader" (magazine)
38. Revolve around
39. Barely making, as a living
40. Bootstring
46. "The Round Mound of Sound"
47. Lollygag
48. ___ in (enters with rage)
49. Stick of meat
52. Seeing eye dogs, e.g.
53. Grind in frustration
54. Adams, Bradford, and Smith
55. Ph.D. exam
56. Sub spread
57. As-seen-on-TV hair removal device
58. Clink